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WHAT WOKE SOPHIE 	  
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The sun glinting on the frosted window was what woke Sophie early, crystals thick and 

sharp, sending prisms of light staggering through the room.  

 

It was the light tickle of hair against her cheek that woke her, the sudden wait-what’s-

that texture of the wiry mass she was buried next to, smelling of sweat and stale 

cigarettes. A soft sigh, and the texture shifted; the light brush of skin as a warm, 

sleeping body affirmed its new position. 

 

She became aware of her left arm, tingling with bloodlessness, holding the source of 

the stale smell. Pools now, warm and even, pouring over her elbow, fingers of her right 

hand draped over the curve of a hip bone. Her hand buzzed against taut skin. She 

pictured her fingers imprinted across the bone, fitting in imaginary grooves.  

 

She became very aware that she was naked. 

 

What woke Sophie was the flood of cold air that rushed in to fill the gap where Sal had 

been before he shifted and rolled, the connection between their bodies broken. He 

wrapped the covers around his body like a shield. Sophie listened as Sal lay still as a 

waking person can, mimicking the easy breath of sleep. 

 

… 

 

It was a noise not like sleep that her mother made all those years ago. It was a noise 

not like sleep, and much more like a wave of broken glass scraping against rock. It was 

a noise not like broken glass, much more like a rasping breath that her mother had 

made. It was a noise not like rasping breath, much more like circling the drain. 

 

… 
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And there was Sophie on a shoreline, mid-winter, the cold North Atlantic waters 

lapping up over her sneakers, depositing fine layers of ice there. Peering into the 

darkness. Hearing the coastal sounds of chaos, noting a faint disturbance in the black 

air around her. Fumbling over massive motherly beach rocks. Calling out into the night, 

not at all like a siren. 

 

… 

 

Henry. 

 

… 

 

The night before, Sal had said he was going for a cigarette, get some air. Sophie said 

she was coming. He said Since when do you smoke. She said Oh you know. She 

shrugged. 

 

The Levee shared a deck with two other bars, crowds of people smoking and talking. It 

had been a cold and foggy night in St. John’s, and everyone was huddled together. 

Sophie shook a cigarette from a half-empty pack and placed it between her lips. A flick 

of a cheap plastic lighter, a cupped hand from the wind, the crackle of dry tobacco 

igniting against a precise intake of breath. The lighting of a cigarette by someone 

who’s made a habit of it.  

 

Since when do you smoke? 

 

Since when are you back from Montreal? 
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No reply. 

 

Sophie looked up to see Sal light his own. He had a dramatic style, holding his 

cigarette in a calculated, aloof sort of way. Always with a spare tucked behind his ear. 

 

Sophie didn’t play with her cigarette. It was no-fucking-around, all business. It was 

dragging the world in through a poisoned filter because that’s the only way she could 

handle it. It was Get this in me now.  

 

Her own cigarette grew ashy and harsh in her mouth, and she tossed the thing onto 

the deck. Squished the burning tip with the toe of her boot. The paper tore, dry 

tobacco spilled. Sal was still playing with his.  

 

Sophie went back inside, tossed down her coat and ordered another drink. Booze slid 

up the straw and disappeared. Get this in me now.  

 

… 

 

The thing was, Sophie had headed inside the bar without looking behind her to see 

where Sal was. She needed to shake him loose for a while. Cigarettes did this to her. A 

kind of stoic confidence swept through her in the last dying breaths of a Du Maurier — 

which she smoked for Leonard Cohen. Conner, the bartender, leaned on the bar with 

that look of his. Where’s your boyfriend? he said.  

 

In the glass bottle behind you and to the left, she said. He said something about being 

cut off. She leaned over the bar, whispered, We both know that’s not happening. One 

more. 
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Conner slid another whisky sour across the bar. 

 

Sal was coming towards her. She felt her edges softening. Felt ribbons of loneliness 

falling from her as from a great spool in the wind. They climbed back into a booth, this 

time a little more restless, a little more fired up. Do you want to do something foolish? 

He said What do you mean. She said Let’s do something silly. He said Let’s do it.  

 

She grabbed their jackets, waved goodbye to Conner. Conner just shook his head as 

they sprinted out into the cold May night.  

 

Where are we going? 

 

You’ll see. 

 

… 

 

Back before any of it, when Sophie and her mother and father and her brother and 

sister were all in the van headed somewhere, there was a fight. There was always a 

fight. Sophie’s father was driving, carefully, trying to keep the peace. Siblings were 

yelling about which radio station to turn on, their mother unwavering. They were 

going to listen to the Anne Murray tape she had brought. Her father looking tired. 

Sophie, the youngest, not bothering an opinion that would in any case go unheard. 

Maria, the oldest, huffing in the back. This is so lame. You’re so lame, Mom. Their 

mother offended. Always offended. She snapped at Maria and the whole car fell silent 

under the teeth-clenching rot of Anne Murray in stereo. It was their father who 

suggested someone lend the woman a Walkman, and one was handed forward. 
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She remembered the moment when a Van Morrison tape went in, when father and 

children relaxed from the tension of that horrible warbling, and mother was silent with 

her headphones on. But mostly what she remembered was the moment when her 

mother turned around in the front seat with a manic look in her eye, gloating, yelling 

too loud with the headphones on, I’m listening to Snowbird. 

 

The nausea that rippled through her at that moment was Sophie’s first encounter with 

hatred. 

 

… 

 

As it was, that night at The Levee things started happening without anyone deciding 

that they should. Her hand was hooked around Sal’s elbow as they stumbled up Water 

Street: she certainly hadn’t made the decision to put it there. When her arm got tired 

and slid down his wool sleeve, his hand caught hers and held on to it. They ducked 

into an alleyway and stood facing each other, their breath rising in one hazy cloud that 

evaporated into the night. 

 

They were on a trajectory, and they were following it.  

 

Sophie followed where the tug of his hand led her, up the stairs to Duckworth Street 

and up the steep hill of Prescott, shiny and slick with great smears of orange and 

yellow from the street lamps. It looks like a painting, she kept saying. 

 

They were stumbling and tripping over each other’s feet, stopping to kiss and giggle 

as Sal flipped off the drivers who sped by, honking and whistling. They forged ahead 

until it was all too much, the night and the mist and the painted streets, and they had 
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to stop and suck on each other’s tongues again. It took them nearly an hour to walk 

from The Levee to his house. 

 

Sophie didn’t remember the moment when she made the decision to go home with 

him; when, instead of the lone stumble home through the cold night, she arrived on 

his doorstep, watching him jiggle the key in the lock. She remembered the feeling of 

shrugging off her jacket, following him up the stairs with its familiar creaks, and into his 

bedroom. She remembered his sweater flung over his head and into the corner as he 

reached for her. 

 

... 

 

I didn’t get to show you that place, she said. He said What place? Last night, she said. 

When we left the bar, I wanted to show you something. She was at the kitchen table, 

sitting cross-legged, drinking coffee. He was territorial over the eggs. She wasn’t 

complaining. 

 

He said Right, the place. He was chopping something on the giant wooden cutting 

block with his back turned. 

 

I’ll take you there some other night, she said. He grunted.  

 

She was trying to be casual. Smooth things over.  

 

She wanted to make things smooth because Sal was going to say, I don’t want things 

to be weird. He would say, I don’t want this to ruin our friendship. He would say the 

word Friendship with a certain emphasis. Sophie would say, What Friendship, I loved 
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you and you left and I haven’t heard from you in a year. And Sal would say, What do 

you mean I left, you left me, and it would all be a bit of a mess. 

   

The view is unbelievable, she said. The city like I’ve never seen it.  

 

He grunted again. 

 

… 

 

Recently, while thumbing through a magazine in a grocery store check-out, Sophie 

had read an article on memory. How the brain stores your last memory of an event, 

your last remembering of an event, and each visit to this memory changes that data 

very slightly. Replaces it. This shook Sophie quite a bit. Mostly it shook her because it 

made her wonder if both dreams and illusions were stored in the same place. If she 

recalled the memory of a memory, and the memory of a dream, would these two new 

memories live, endlessly altering in her brain? How would she determine which was 

the memory and which the dream?  

 

Did everything eventually pass on into illusion?
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